
Besuchen Sie hier die Webversion.

We would like to say THANK YOU!

Dear Readers,

Thank  you  for  subscribing  to  our  newsletter

and allowing us to continue staying in contact

with you. We hope to carry on informing and

inspiring you with our articles in the future.

Your feedback is important to us! Do you have

any  questions  or  suggestions?  If  so,  please

contact us.

Paper- and Forest Product logistics

Customized distribution logistics

A major Swedish furniture manufacturer has

completed  its  catalogue  for  2019.  This

required a large quantity of printing paper.

We coordinated  the  delivery  of  the  paper

rolls  to  the  printing  factory  for  our

customer.  Around  two  thirds  of  the  total

quantity was transported by rail,  with one

third  delivered  to  the  printing  companies

just in time on an hourly basis by truck.
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Intermodal Services

Delivered overnight to Nuremberg with our
Bavaria Shuttle

As of 27 August 2018, ECL is providing a new rail connection between the Port of Lübeck

and the TriCon Terminal in Nuremberg. Initially, we are operating our Bavaria Shuttle three

times per week in each direction.  From the beginning of  October,  we will  increase the

frequency to daily departures. The trains run at night to offer our customers early collection

and late drop-off times in Nuremberg, which is of particular interest to our customers in the

areas of southern Germany/Bavaria, the west of the Czech Republic and Austria.

We are, of course, also offering our popular ONE-STOP SHOP service with this connection

and have adapted the schedule of the Bavaria Shuttle perfectly to the arrival and departure

times of the ferry links at the Port of Lübeck.

Our Bavaria Shuttle provides capacities for trailers and containers.

Your commercial contact: tobias.behncke@ecl-online.de
Your operational contact: bavariashuttle@ecl-online.de

Other new destination in our intermodal network
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We are also offering other new destinations in our intermodal network! The Greek port of

Patras is also connected as of now via Lübeck using our ONE-STOP SHOP.

In addition, the sea route connection with Klaipeda has been included again in a shipping

line’s schedule and can also be booked in conjunction with our ONE-STOP SHOP service.

Your commercial contact: tobias.behncke@ecl-online.de

Your operational contact: ruhrshuttle@ecl-online.de

The  cruise  ship  “Queen  Elizabeth”

called  Travemünde  on  7th  August,

with the 294-metre-long luxury liner

mooring  at  the  Skandinavienkai
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terminal not far from our office. Even

we don’t get to see such a majestic

vessel every day.

There  she  was  –  The  Queen

Elisabeth,  from  her  home  port  of

Hamilton in Bermuda, docked at the

Skandinavienkai  terminal  off  the

coast of  Travemünde,  bringing a  bit

of  holiday  feeling  to  our  daily  work

routine  in  brilliant  sunshine  and

summer  weather  typical  of  the

Caribbean.

Freight forwarding in general

Short Sea

We have transported a cargo of round steel for a Russian customer from St. Petersburg to,

among other places, Austria via the Port of Lübeck. The load securing for the road transport

section proved to be very complex.

But…, load securing for difficult cargo? No problem for us! With the cooperation of our load-

securing experts, the cargo was firmly and properly secured for the journey by road.

Your contact for our business area Short Sea:

oliver.berg@ecl-online.de
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Nordic Rail Service GmbH

Integrated Managementsystem certified

Our affiliated company Nordic Rail Service GmbH successfully acquired certification of the

QM system in accordance with the requirements of ISO 9001:2015 in April.

This means that an initial review of the new integrated management system based on the

requirements arising from the QM standard, EU-VO 445/2011 as well  as Directive (EU)

2016/798  on  railway  safety  has  also  been  passed.  Following  the  transition  to  ISO

9001:2015, NRS has now also performed all the tasks in connection with the recertification

of its maintenance point management system. This fulfils one of the essential requirements

for being able to continue the good, flexible and reasonably priced work for its customers in

the Lübeck workshop.

In the medium term, it is also planned to build up the pillars for maintenance planning (ECM

2) and fleet management (ECM 3) and then have them certified later.

Click here to go to the certificates Download INFORMATION POOL

Second lifting jack system commissioned

In April 2018, a second lifting jack system from the company Kumbruch went into operation

at the NRS railcar workshop. NRS now has a total of 14 identical lifting jacks controlled by

two systems. The expansion of the lifting jack system is a huge relief for the workshop

team. This eliminates the additional lowering of container wagons onto auxiliary trestles

when inspections and wheel set replacement have to be carried out at the same time on

both tracks. The second system increases flexibility in the processing of orders and ensures

a much quicker turnaround time for the customer, by shortening the amount of time the

wagons has to stay in the workshop.
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News from the ECL family

Apprenticeship successfully completed

Mareike Lina-Maria Amra

They’ve  done it.  We  congratulate  Mareike,  Amra  and  Lina-Maria  on  passing  their  final

examination to become qualified freight forwarding and logistics clerks. They have all found

their  position at ECL, so we are very pleased that all  three colleagues have decided to

continue their active support of ECL.

And they still have it ahead of them

Marvin Merle Claudio

Carolin Juliya

The new generation of  trainees has taken over  the baton.  On 1st  of  August  2018 (in

Lübeck) and 1st of September 2018 (in Rostock), five young people started their training

at ECL to become qualified freight forwarding and logistics clerks.

We wish Merle, Marvin, Claudio, Carolin and Juliya every success and enjoyment in their

trainee program at ECL.
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Trainees rotating in Lübeck

IIn  the  last  week  of  June,  Lübeck-based

companies  operating  in  different  areas  of

logistics  took  part  in  the  logRegio  trainee

rotation programme. This is the fourth time

the  association  “logRegio  e.V.”  and  the

“association  of  Lübeck Forwarding Agents”

has  organised  the  Trainee  Rotation

Programme for their member companies.

ECL also took part  once again by sending

one of its trainees out into the world to get

the  feeling  of  another  company.  “I  was

warmly welcomed by my host  company.  I

have gained a lot of new impressions and

experience that I can use very well as part

of my training”, said Till  Skiweit about his

14-day stay in the host company.

ECL athletic

14. October 2018
11th Lübeck Public Utility Company Marathon

„ECL – Logistics have to run!” This is the

motto of a team of 10 ECL employees

and  trainees that  is  seeking  victory  in

the  10  x  4.2  km  company  relay

marathon as the “ECL Road runners”. Do

come and cheer them on!

New starts and company anniversaries

New at ECL in Lübeck:

15.02.2018:

Monika Zajac (Invoicing)

01.08.2018:

45-year company anniversary:

01.08.2018:

Frank Zielske (Lübeck)

40-year company anniversary:

01.08.2018:

Marcus Oelze (Lübeck)

25-year company anniversary:

01.08.2018:

René Wollmann (Lübeck)

10-year company anniversary:

01.08.2018:

Andreas Jurgeleit (Lübeck)
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Marvin Krengel (Sales)

01.08.2018:

Lorena Wulf (Paperlogistics)

01.09.2018:

Sandra Stein (Intermodal Services)

Exhibition / Events / Appointments

InnoTrans

International Trade Fair for
Transport Technology
18. - 21. September 2018

HHM - Hafenabend
St. Petersburg
20. September 2018

German-Finnish Port Day
Lübeck
26. October 2018

bayernhafen dialog
875 years logistics in Lübeck - Hanse 4.0

The logistics and port location Lübeck presents

itself to the economic region Nuremberg

07. November 2018
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